
Year 8 – whole year topic index sheet 

 

Year 8 (half-term 1) 

Question Ratio and scale mark comment HM clip 

1, 3 Identify ratio from a diagram /4   

2 Write a ratio in its simplest form /2  329 

4,6 Share an amount in a given ratio /5  332-334 

5 Find the equivalent ratios /2   

7 Calculate the circumference of a circle /2  534-538 

8 Solving problems with ratio /2  335 

9(H) Write a ratio in the form 1:n /1  331 

10(H) Find the gradient of a line segment /2  201-204 

 

Question Multiplicative change mark comment HM clip 

1 Direct proportion /3  339 

2 Recipe problems /3  739-742 

3 Use a conversion graph to convert miles into km /3  692-694 

4 Converting currency /1  707-708 

5 Similar areas and scale factors /3  615-617 

6 Scale drawings, area and perimeter /4  865-7,615-
7,548-552 

7 (H) Using map scales /2  865-867 

 

Question Multiplying and dividing fractions mark comment HM clip 

1, 2 Multiplying fractions /5  68/69 

3 Dividing fractions /3  70 

4, 6 Identifying equivalent calculations involving fractions /6  72 

5 Comparing the size of fractions /3   

7(H) Multiplying mixed numbers /3  63/64 

 

 



Year 8 – whole year topic index sheet 

 

Year 8 (half-term 2) 

Question The Cartesian plane mark comment HM clip 

1 Plotting coordinates/equations of horizontal and vertical lines /5  199,205 

2 Plotting linear graphs /4  206 

3 Equations of parallel lines /2  214 

4 Equations of linear graphs /4  208,209 

5(H) Gradient /2  204, 207 

6 (H) Midpoint of a line segment /2  200 

7(H) Equations of non-linear graphs /1   

 

Question Representing data mark comment HM clip 

1 Types of data /2  392,393 

2 Frequency chart /2  402 

3 Correlation /1   

4 Interpreting grouped frequency tables /2  403 

5 Scatter graphs /6  453,454 

6 Two-way tables /3  422,423 

7  Interpreting frequency tables /4   

 

Question Tables and probability mark comment HM clip 

1 Probability of a single event /2  350,351 

2 Listing possibilities /2  670 

3 Probability from a two-way table /4  424 

4 Listing outcomes /2   

5 Completing a possibility space diagram /4  359 

6 Probability from a Venn diagram /2  383 

7 Completing a Venn diagram /2  379 

8(H) Listing outcomes from two events /2  358-362 

 

 



Year 8 – whole year topic index sheet 

Year 8 (half-term 3) 

Question Brackets, equations and inequalities mark comment HM clip 

1 Match an expression using algebra /2  151 , 152 , 153 

2 Expanding single brackets /2  160 

3 Expanding and simplifying harder brackets /3  161 

4 Solving a two step equation /2  179 , 180 , 181  

5 Factorising expressions /3  168 , 169 

6  Solving a two step inequality /2  269  

7 Creating an expression using algebra /2  151 , 152 , 153 

8(H) Forming and solving an equation /2  176 

9(H) Multiplying together two brackets /2  162 , 163 

 

Question Sequences mark comment HM clip 

1 Finding the missing terms in a sequence /3  197 

 Identifying linear sequences /3   

2 Using a term to term rule to generate a sequence /4  197 

3 Using an nth term rule /3   

4 Using an nth term rule to solve a problem /2   

5 Using a quadratic nth term rule /2  249 

6 Matching nth terms to terms in sequence /2  198 

7  Finding the nth term of a sequence /3  198 

 

Question Indices mark comment HM clip 

1 Simplifying expressions with indices using addition and subtraction /3   

2 Simplifying expressions by multiplying /2  158 

3 Simplifying expressions with indices by multiplying /3   

4 Applying the laws of indices /3  105 , 106  

5 Understanding when laws of indices are applicable /1  105 , 106 

6 Matching expressions to their simplified version /2   

7 (H) Harder uses of laws of indices /2  107   

8 Harder use of laws of indices /4  107 

 



Year 8 – whole year topic index sheet 
 

Year 8 (half-term 4) 

Question Fractions and Percentages mark comment HM clip 

1 Fractions, decimals and percentages on a number line /3  60 , 46 , 82 

2 Percentage increases and decreases using multipliers /3  88 , 89 , 90 

3 Express a score as a percentage /2  75 

4 Percentage decrease problem solving /3  88 , 89 , 90 

5 Finding a repeated percentage /2  91 , 92 

6  Percentage increase and decrease problem solving /3  88 , 89 , 90 

7 Calculating a loss as a percentage /2  97 

8(H) Reverse percentage /2  96 

 

Question Standard Index Form mark comment HM clip 

1 Powers of 10 and indices /3  121 

2 Converting from standard form to ordinary numbers /3  123 

3 Comparing numbers written in standard form /2  122 , 123 

4 Calculating with numbers in standard form /4  125 , 126 

5 Calculating with numbers in standard form /2  127 

6 Calculating with numbers in standard form /2  125 , 127 

7  Problem solving and converting to standard form /2   

8(H) Using negative and fractional indices /2  104 

 

Question Number Sense mark comment HM clip 

1 Rounding ( 10, significant figure, integer, decimal place) /4  130 , 56 , 17  

2 Using rounding to estimate /2  131 , 

3 Calculating with money /3  743 -751 

4 Using a calendar /2   

5 Using and converting  metric units of length and weight /2  691 , 692 , 695 

6 Solving problems with time /2   

7 Estimating the square root of a number /2  101 

8(H) Calculating an error interval /2  137 

9(H) Converting and ordering metric units of area /1  700 

 



Year 8 – whole year topic index sheet 

 

Year 8 (half-term 5) 

Question Angles in parallel lines and polygons mark comment HM clip 

1 Vertically opposite angles and angles around a point /2  812 , 813 , 480 

2 Angles in parallel lines /1  481 

3 Harder angles in parallel lines /4  482 , 482 , 483 

4 Angles in an isosceles triangle /2  486 

5 Construct a triangle with one side and two angles /3  666 

6  Identifying quadrilaterals /2  824 , 825 

7 Angles in a quadrilateral /2  560 

8 Interior and exterior angles in polygons /3  561 , 562 , 563  

9(H) Bisect an angle /1  661 

 

Question Area of trapezia and circles mark comment HM clip 

1 Area of a rectangle and a triangle /1  554 , 557 , 558 

2 Area of a triangle /2  557 , 558 

3 Area of a trapezium /2  559 

4 Area of a circle  /3  539  

5 Draw a trapezium with a given area /2  824 

6 Area of a semi-circle /3  541 , 542 

7  Area of a compound shape /3  555 

8 Problem solving with the area of a circle /4  542 , 543 

 

Question Line symmetry and reflection mark comment HM clip 

1 Identify shapes with lines of symmetry /2  827 

2 Draw lines of symmetry of a shape /2  827 

3 Completing a shape using a given line of symmetry /6  827 

4 Reflecting shapes in a mirror line /4  639 

5 Reflecting a shape in the line y=x /2  640 

6 Reflecting a shape on a coordinate grid /4  639 , 640 , 641 

 



Year 8 – whole year topic index sheet 

 

Year 8 (half-term 6) 

Question The data handling cycle mark comment HM clip 

1 Drawing and interpreting a pictogram /3  426 

2 Drawing and interpreting a bar chart /5  425 

2 Calculating the range /1  410 

3 Interpreting a pie chart /3  427 , 428 

4 Questionnaires /2  399 , 400 

5  Line graph /6  450 

 

Question Measures of location mark comment HM clip 

1 Finding the mode /1  404 

2 Finding the mean /2  405 , 406 

2 Finding the median /1  409 

2 Finding an outlier /1   

3 Interpreting a frequency table; modal value, range, mean /4  415 , 417 , 414 

4 Comparing two sets of data with the mean and the range /6   

5(H) Interpreting a grouped frequency table; modal value, range, mean /5  402 , 403 , 418  

 

 


